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II.
BEARDED LADY
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LONG TWISTED THINGS

I had never let anyone watch me
 Eat spaghetti, brush my hair, hear me urinate.
  Beside the stove, nestled like warm birds
   Juicing garlic, laughing and licking each other’s tears
    Over onions. My hands in her pockets,
     She with mortar and pestle, crushing rosemary,
      Thyme.

       Bound in sheets, she laughs at the cats 
        On my underwear, and wipes my face. 
         The towels probably smell like me by now.
          Only if you really bury your face in them.
           The mirror shows us to us; we’re impressed
            With our volume, colour, vast contrast.
             My hair left on the pillow
              Pseudo-pubes if you didn’t know better,
               Signatures.

                Hey.
                 Hi.
                  Curt nods, walking on, I read her body.
                   Site of scrawlings, I’m cited on her toes. Footnote.
                    I carry her around. She stomps atop me.
                     Hoping she’ll never wear sandals
                      Wondering if she saw my watched wrist
                       My wits nitpick our days,
                        Untwining knots,
                          Pulling.
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INTRODUCING THE LETTER EX (1)

My girlfriend and I are unfortunately faithful
to big pharma; we take the same
birth control pill.

My girlfriend has a name: Gone.
I have a name: glad.
Some days I wanted to tell her: go fly a kite!

Then she’d have been Gone, with the wind.
And quite frankly, my dear, you’re still wrong
if you think I give a damn.
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SCAR TISSUE LOOKS GOOD
ON POMQUET BEACH

for B.

I can only go in up to my nipples, I warn;
they’re freshly lanced, still leaking.

Campfires here witness the stealth sex
of people passing through
on their way to the Cabot Trail. But it’s in the plain sight
of hot daylight that we two transgender guys disrobe 
to air out wounds and wind tales.
His nipples are like scar tissue;
he moved too much, too fast, post-surgery.

    (Rum-clumsy in a stranger’s bathroom, I once 
watched my lover dot her chest with cover-up, 
dabbing red pre-pimples mid-party. The world’s 
strangest bingo that in this moment strikes me as 
charmingly Martian.)

A shallow pool holds a hot population of jellyfish,
which we sit down to meet. One is inside out but
what can we do? They’ve got no brains—they’re like amoebas.
A baby almost shimmies up my shorts and five big ones
are pinned down dry on the shore by three rocks each.
  
    Later I read that jellyfish never die; they death-defy 
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by morphing back into cystic blobs and starting over.
Before we shake out sand and drive back, I march in once 
more with keen cold feet since the last dip 
ought to be deepest.

We’ll slip into the poetry reading late,
Scottish-sunburned, smelling
of salty pina coladas and few could guess why we’re in 
stitches.

    I’ll take off for Montreal, 
meet a Westerner named Laura 

    who tells me she spent a day in Antigonish
   and got a ticket 
    for parking in the priest’s spot
   in an otherwise empty lot.
   She asks: How could you stand living in a wee town
   where nothing interesting ever happens?
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AIRPLANE LAVATORY ALGEBRA

If X = my ass
and my ass is 100 feet behind first class,
then let Y be the compression required 
to have X in the airplane lavatory—
I am the reluctant engineer of the Mile Wide Club.

If V = the volume of the airplane lavatory
and C = the circumference of my thighs,
then let B be the rotational axis 
around which I must pivot to pee. 
Like Superman, this booth transforms me— 
into the lead contortionist of the Cirque de So-Gay.

If my buzz cut seatmate’s hair = A2 
it remains unfair, this space between our chairs,
where the armrest is owned
by the acute-angled elbow he digs into me
while my flabby forearm hovers (rather non-
aerodynamically).
My god, dude, would touching elbows 
be like butt-fucking me?
(Am I the first-ever fat flight attendant of Flight AC 693?)
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If H = the height of the lady attendant’s bangs
then P = her hunger pangs this year.

If my queer chest, uni-boobed, may be called Q3

then my bad mood will be visited upon all the rubes
who own the airplane seatbelt-making factory. 
They need to think bigger. Because, 
at this height, I can’t summon Houdini’s powers
to extend the length of this bruising constraint.

Inner monologue:
Don’t worry, you’ll be fine, you’ll be fine, you’ll be fine—

The PA:
Please return to your seats,
as the captain has switched on the Fasten Seatbelt sign.

Inner monologue:  
You’re still fine, you’re still fine—

Seatmate:
The armrest is mine, it’s mine, it’s mine…It’s mine!
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F = my fear
that in the unlikely event of an emergency landing over water
the others will grab me to float.
I’ll kick them off with aquafit quads;
let the rich drown with their lead-rod lean bods.
Unlike the airlines, my policy is no fuss:
Noah saved pairs and I’ll save 2XLs and plus.

I’m flying to a city where Fat ≥ just one.
It has a street of strip clubs flanked by Addition Elles, 
where XXX meets XXXL.

Hell, I’m a regular Fat Elvis
entering my Graceland,
bananas in pockets,
peanut butter in hand.
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INTRODUCING THE LETTER EX (2)

I. 
Before you left,
we looped a 
string
around your clit,
tied it to my bits, 
and stretched it 
across the river.

Now I strum that 
string slowly 
each time I
remember.

Shall we cope 
with break-up 
texts that hang 
in cyber-air like 
dirty tropes 
on a rope?

   
 

II.
I’ll throw myself
a lifesaver strand
of cologne-
branded shirts 
knotted together 
and swing off 
to join the circus.
You’ll see.

No tightrope for 
me. I’d choke 
on a breath mint
mid-air.

I’d have the 
freshest breath at 
the funeral home
and the whitest 
hair.

III.
If you’re certain 
then leave, nod 
goodbye.
Tie some twine 
from your coast 
to mine, knowing
that when it gets 
taut, one
of us is having 
thoughts of
better times. 
That or there’s a 
sucker-smoked 
salmon or cod 
that got caught 
capered on the 
line.
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O, ADULTHOOD

Aloof fools choose gloomy bedroom afternoons—
noose-hooked selfhood, looped too loose. Crooks 
loot backdoor bankbooks. Newsroom onlookers ooh. 
Reboot. Barstool goofs spook too soon. Moody goons 
co-op schmooze. Broods spoon-feed food, cooing. 
Boozed groomsmen booty-woo. Surefooted tattooists 
shoot moons—boomerang hooves boot bamboo 
floors. Soundproof rooms cook smooth booming 
subwoofers, woodblock, kazoo, spoons, blueblood 
bassoon. Books soothe, books flood Chinook-shook 
roots. Books spoof stoolpigeon tycoons. Marooned 
bookworms mooch scooped-up Saskatoons. 
Photooxidized cocoon—Goodbye, moot soot.
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THE FORCE REQUIRED TO OCCUPY MY 
SHIRT IS STRONGER THAN GRAVITY

I’m making my chest a Community Chest.
I had both nipples pierced with blue barbells,
doffed my shirt for a rapt punk piercer who said:
Ok, you’re transgender, but what will you do for a wiener?
Walked home on the strength of a granola bar,
watched as the blood set, encasing each nipple
like those pistachios they dye red.

YOU HAVE WON SECOND
PRIZE IN A BEAUTY CONTEST—

COLLECT $10

I’m making my chest a Community Chest.
I had both nipples tugged by a lover
when I had a different home and name.
Once, when trimming its hairs, I sliced off a slab of breast
like the mad operator of a gothic carvery station.
I decided I’d never trim again.
The scar has the topography of a seashell.

DOCTOR’S FEES—
PAY $50
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Everyone asks: Did you get the surgery?
(As if there is just one.)
I’ve known no knives, and it may surprise you
that this seems to disappoint people
because I’m not like that person you know from TV.
These dramas are so many microscopic bed-bug motels or
parasites that park on the boulevard of my chest.

YOU ARE ASSESSED FOR
STREET REPAIRS—
$40 PER HOUSE

I build skyscrapers out of cotton batting on Electric Avenue.
I poledance in zero gravity with a scaffolding beam.
I disinter an Emerald City bank buried in a flood.
I retrofit jails into red-sequin-shoe mirages.
You could join me off the map 
if you knew how to take a

CHANCE
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INTRODUCING THE LETTER EX (3)

I don’t believe
in giving advice but
I can tell you
that answering a personal ad
from someone seeking someone
who wants to stomp
across your back
in their fiercest spike heels
while naked  is
as bad an idea as it seems.
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MONOGAMY
(A LOST LETTER FOR READING ALOUD)

Dearest, I love you!
When I hear your name, my mind projects
beautiful images:  roses, laughter, wide eyes
highs and lows, and blueberry pies a la mode.
You and your cousin in disguise as guys
at a seedy bar where you’d both take it too far
flirting with me, creep into the men’s washroom
and reach so deep into me that your hand
unfurls out of my mouth and waves goodbye
as I come and we go. No, so far into me that
if I did my Kegel crunches each day
I could contract like a vice grip and
amputate your hand at the wrist,
at the wrist as though you’re a thief,
a thief who has stolen my heart.
Till death do us part.

Darling, I adore you!
When the phone rings, my pulse quickens
knowing it could be you. Yes, it quickens
to an almost sickening pace, like a vegan
who is faced with a beer-can non-organic chicken
and spews. Or like some mean rude dude’s dude
who chews his food, swallows, and makes a scene
when he finds half a used tampon blitzed
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into his Cherry Cheesequake Blizzard at Dairy Queen.
When the phone rings, yes, a ventricle in my heart 
pumps blood harder than you pump me
with my own strap-on, which could be blue
but not nearly as blue as the oxygen-free dirty blood
that takes a trip around my body and comes back
to the ventricle in my heart
and not nearly as blue as I am
when I am without you.

Baby, I do want to be with you till death parts us!
From start to end, on the mend
and in health, I’ll always be parked
at your bedside.
If one day you died,
and I cried, I’d take pride in
watching you ‘sleep’ with that weird
sewed-up smile at your wake.
I’ll pat your fat ass in the casket
and scorn the fake tears of basket case
chatty taskmasters who never knew
which bodies mattered. I’d be flattered
if you’d let me hold your dead digits.
By then, your hand will feel like a rubber glove
made to wash dishes. Everyone else
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munches on finger sandwiches
and gets drunk on holy spirits
in the other room. Because
your happiness is as ubiquitous
on my priority list as are pubic hairs
in the keyboards of public computers,
I will sneak back in after midnight
and lovingly rip open your lips
and re-stitch each stitch the funeral director
sloppily sewed because he’s so depressed
that his life is nothing like Six Feet Under
and tomorrow he has to watch me cry.
I, who would use military-issue invisible thread
on your hell-bent death-gaping mouth
   just because to see you smile
   is that important to me.
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